


Hugo DEVERCHERE



Born in 1988 in Lyon, France, Hugo Deverchère 
graduated from ENSAD Paris (École Nationale 
Supérieure des Arts Décoratifs) and from Le 
Fresnoy - National studio for contemporary arts. 
Between 2019 and 2020, Deverchère completed 
his artist residency program at the Casa de 
Velázquez of the Académie Française. His work 
has recently been exhibited and screened in 
Palais de Tokyo (Paris FR), FRAC Grand Large 
(Dunkirk), Pearl Art Museum (Shanghai), 
MACRO (Rome), the International Film Festival 
Rotterdam, CPH:DOX (Copenhagen), Ars 
Electronica (Linz) and the Festival du nouveau 
cinéma (Montreal). Several works are in the 
collections of the FRAC (Fonds régional d’art 
contemporain) and the Académie de France.
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Deverchere’s work attempts to set up a body 
of experiences which are just as many ways 
to question and evaluate our relationship with 
the world. Whether based on stories, collected 
data, captured or simply found images, his 
research often involves processes such as 
modelization, conversion, and transposition. 

The resulting forms act as a prism between reality 
and its representations, revealing the interval 
which separates our perception of the world 
and the knowledge and awareness we have of 
it. By questioning the role of imagination and 
collective memory in our approach to reality, 
the artist wishes to highlight phenomena and 
events which by their very nature are intangible 
and therefore remain subject to doubt and 
uncertainty. 
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Hugo DEVERCHERE 䰕eᓤ㐡ܴᅁ
La Isla de las Siete Ciudades - Excavation #03 
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Pigment print on Hahnemühle PhotoRag Ultra 
Smooth paper, oak frame
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In the Excavation series, this man-
made geological landscape is captured 
using a shooting process derived from 
astrophotographic techniques. Each 
image is composed from several hundred 
shots from the same point of view, 
allowing to achieve a level of sharpness 
and detail that exceeds our own acuity. 
This vision of the territory, which is supra 
human, challenges our perception of 
reality and the concept of realism. 
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The Torrevieja salt lake owes its color 
to the presence of a multi-million-
year-old halophilic microorganism that 
secretes a pink pigment. This type of 
extremophilic organism, observed under 
an electron microscope, is being studied 
in exobiology as a possible model in the 
search for unsuspected life forms on 
other planets. 

The Bardenas Reales are the remains 
of a prehistoric salt lake, whose 
sedimentary layers are gradually being 
revealed by erosion. The current state of 
this desert offers us a possible vision of 
Torrevieja in the distant future. 

Materializing this anachronistic link 
between the two territories, Event #02 
is the record of a vanished intervention 
by the artist at the Bardenas Reales 
where he spread pigment sourced in 
Torrevieja.
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Hugo DEVERCHERE 䰕eᓤ㐡ܴᅁ
Cosmorama - Recording (Fauna A) 
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Cyanotype print on Arches Platine paper 
mounted on aluminum, poplar plywood
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Cosmorama - Recordings explores and gives 
tangible form to an inaccessible stratum of 
the lighting spectrum. Images recreated from 
data trying an impossible cartography of the 
Universe dark matter: signs of animal presence 
collected in a lava desert where NASA tested 
Curiosity rover before sending it to Mars, plant 
shapes gathered in a primal forest witnessing 
the state of our continent 50 million years 
ago : this series rebuilds a world out of the 
world disrupting and transcending spatial and 
temporal scales. 



Hugo DEVERCHERE 䰕eᓤ㐡ܴᅁ
Cosmorama - Recording (Flora A) 
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Cyanotype print on Arches Platine paper mounted on 
aluminum, poplar plywood
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Hugo DEVERCHERE 䰕eᓤ㐡ܴᅁ
Cosmorama - Recording (Achondrite)  
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Cyanotype print on Arches Platine paper mounted on 
aluminum, poplar plywood
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Hugo DEVERCHERE 䰕eᓤ㐡ܴᅁ
The Far Side #03  
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Cyanotype print on Bergger COT 320 paper 
mounted on aluminium, white wood frame
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Vincent FOURNIER
᪴ḛ➦eჹᅩ㕣
(b. 1970)

Born in 1970 in Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso, 
Vincent Fournier is a graduate of the Ecole 
Nationale Supérieure de la Photographie 
d’Arles, he also studied sociology and cinema 
at the University of Montpellier. He now 
lives between Paris and Arles. His works are 
part of the collections of the Metropolitan 
Museum in New York, the Centre Pompidou 
in Paris, the Mori Art Museum (Tokyo), the 
LVMH collections, the Museum of Fine Arts 
of Mâcon, Fondation Bullukian in Lyon, the 
ArtScience Museum in Dublin, the Baccarat 
Hotel Collection in New-York, and the Musée 
de la Chasse et de la Nature. In 2022, he is the 
winner of the Swiss Life 4 Hands Prize.

Driven by the most representative utopias 
of the 20th and 21st centuries, such as space 
adventure or the reinvention of life, the French 
photographer and artist Vincent Fournier 
reveals what he calls “slivers of the future” in 
the past or the present, inventing stories that 
are both fantastic and believable.

Vincent Fournier belongs to a generation lulled 
E\�VFLHQFH�²FWLRQ�DQG�VWRULHV�RI�DQWLFLSDWLRQ�
promising a future turned towards other 
worlds.

Between dream and reality, the Space Utopia 
series (2007-23), still in progress, questions 
the habitability of extraterrestrial landscapes. 
With the agreement of Nasa, Vincent Fournier 
follows astronauts on their training grounds, in 
the American desert of Utah, in the Atacama 
in Chile, as well as in Iceland, whose relief and 
environment resemble those of the Moon or 
Mars.
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Vincent FOURNIER ᪴ḛ➦eჹᅩ㕣
Iceland Moon Mars Simulation #6 
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 MS2 Spacesuit, ISE, Islande, 2021

Inkjet on Hahnemühle Baryta 315g
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Vincent FOURNIER ᪴ḛ➦eჹᅩ㕣
Chamber of Deputies [Annex IV] #2 
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 Brasília, 2012

Inkjet on Hahnemühle Baryta 315g
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Vincent FOURNIER ᪴ḛ➦eჹᅩ㕣
The Itamaraty Palace - Foreign Relations Ministry, stairs 
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 Brasília, 2012

Inkjet on Hahnemühle Baryta 315g
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Eric PILLOT
䛹ٸe㸡⁔
(b. 1968)

Eric PILLOT discovered photography after 

having completed his studies (Polytechnique 

School, Instructor Qualification in Maths) and a 

successful career as an engineer. 

For some years now, Eric PILLOT has been 

working on a study of the relationship between 

man and nature, which leaves behind a large 

room for imagination. His several series had 

been dedicated to animal figure, which he 

captures their image in a poetic way among 

the installations of numerous zoos across 

Europe as well as the US, starting with photos 

in black and white, later in color with the still 

on-going series “In situ”. He is also interested in 

landscapes with his entitled “Horizons”. “Parois” 

consists a return to colour and becomes his 

fourth monograph. 

His photographs have been the subject of 

numerous publications and articles both in 

France and abroad. They have been presented, 

since 2008, through about sixty solo and 

collective exhibitions in Europe, Asia, the US 

and Australia. Eric PILLOT’s artworks have 

also been presented in 2017 during the Gacilly 

Photo Festival in Brittany, at the Circulation(s) 

Festival in Moscow, the Photo Phnom Penh 

Festival, at the Orangerie of Sens Museum, and 

also on the symbolic wall of France Embassy. 

In 2016, the Hermès Foundation acquired 7 of 

his works for its contemporary photography 

collection and exhibited them in its “La Piscine” 

space of rue de Sèvres in Paris. 
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Eric PILLOT 䛹ٸe㸡⁔

Parois 4354 䯁ෆ 4354

 2021

Photography, Pigment ink on fine-art baryta paper, 
pasted on aluminum, Nº 2/3
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Eric PILLOT 䛹ٸe㸡⁔

Parois 8171 䯁ෆ 8171
 2021

Photography, Pigment ink on fine-art baryta paper, 
pasted on aluminum
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Eric PILLOT 䛹ٸe㸡⁔

Parois 8845 䯁ෆ 8845
 2021

Photography, Pigment ink on fine-art baryta paper, 
pasted on aluminum
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